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The events of September 11,
2001, were the most dra-
matic and violent terrorist

attacks ever in the United States,
but they were hardly the first such
incidents domestically or abroad.
The bombings at the World Trade
Center in 1993, the Atlanta
Olympics in 1996, and the Okla-
homa City federal building in
1995 demonstrated America’s
vulnerability to terrorists. Many
parts of the world, including the
United States, have suffered
chemical and biological attacks,
airplane hijackings, shootings, and
other terrorist incidents.1

All businesses need to focus on
risk management for terrorism
and other potential disasters.
Because franchising developed as
a particularly American business
form,2 and many franchise sys-
tems are among the most promi-
nent consumer brands, those
systems are potential targets of
choice for terrorists. The size, number of personnel, and
magnitude of activity in franchise systems make them sus-
ceptible to other kinds of crises as well. Thus, franchisors
and franchisees should be especially vigilant about cata-
strophic risk management.

The process of developing a disaster management pro-
gram starts with identifying potential risks that a system
may confront. Today, this process requires a broader view of
risks than ever before. Typical plans address safety of work-
ers and customers, identify ways to help avoid crises in the
first place, and establish step-by-step responses when disas-
ters occur.

This article discusses these and other aspects of a cata-
strophic risk management program and other components,
including safety training and audits; practice and implemen-
tation drills; steps to protect company data; risk management
components in recruiting personnel; planning for sudden clo-

sures; the role of contract force majeure clauses; the prudent
use of liability and casualty insurance to reduce the impacts
of crises; and succession procedures in case key personnel
become unavailable.

Terrorism and Other Crises Today
The World Trade Center attacks demonstrated that govern-
ment properties are not the only terrorist targets. Prominent
business centers, which include franchises, are potential
objectives for those bent on striking American interests and
icons.3 Bombings of American franchises and kidnapping of
franchisor executives are examples of assaults waged on
American interests.4 For example, in October 2001, a KFC
restaurant was destroyed in Indonesia to protest the United
States’s bombing of Afghanistan.5 In 1992, McDonald’s
closed fifty-seven outlets in Taiwan following explosions in
two separate restaurants.6

Today, anything American and any popular or important
location at home or abroad are potential terrorist targets.
Franchised businesses are especially vulnerable because they
are usually American,7 advertising tends to make them well
known, and the nature of franchising results in many loca-
tions. This means that terrorists have repeated opportunities
to see and think of franchised brands as targets of choice, and
when these franchises are attacked, people across the United
States are familiar with the brand involved.

Recent events spurred governments at all levels to
increase dramatically preparedness for domestic terrorism.
Franchise systems must similarly heighten preparation for
these risks. With potential attackers seeking to disrupt the
American way of life, preparation not only enables a fran-
chised business to survive, but also contributes to the preser-
vation of freedom for an entire society.

Nor is terrorism the only potential disaster that threatens
franchised businesses or their customers and workers. Taint-
ed food at quick-service restaurants,8 crimes against cus-
tomers, news media exposure of employee misconduct, filing
of lawsuits, or announcements of government investiga-
tions—any of these can permanently tarnish a brand name
and reputation, demoralize employees, discourage cus-
tomers, and bring lasting harm to a franchised business.

Thinking the Unthinkable
One of the lessons of September 11 is that preparations for
a franchise system must encompass not only dangers that
are common risks in a civilized society, but also threats that
previously were outside our frame of reference. In short,
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duration of any closure. Continuing operations may be
critical to the system’s survival.

• Continuing to provide goods and services to customers
who need them. Patients may depend on services and prod-
ucts of a pharmacy or home health care franchise. A real
estate franchise could have property transfers in escrow. A
hotel may have guests. Any franchise may have customers
who depend continuously on its goods and services.

• Making resources of the business available to help
employees, customers, and members of the community
who are in need.

• Preserving goodwill of the brand and avoiding tarnish-
ment by association with a negative event. The franchisor
and its franchisees share an interest in preserving the rep-
utation of the brand.

• Avoiding loss of income to owners.
• Avoiding loss of or injury to property. Different kinds of

incidents may pose a direct threat of injury to tangible
property, and a crisis management plan may therefore
have, as an objective, the preservation of property.

• Avoiding liability to others. Injuries caused by a disaster
may extend beyond damage to the business itself. Employ-
ees, customers, and affected neighbors may be hurt by the
incident or its aftermath, and may believe that duties were
breached. Incident planning could therefore include the
goal of performing all legal duties for the purpose of reduc-
ing or avoiding unnecessary liability exposures.15

• For a franchisor, maintaining the confidence of its fran-
chisees to preserve the operation of the franchise system.
The franchisor’s crisis management plan may therefore
include a component for this purpose.

• For a franchisee, maintaining consumer confidence.
• Facilitating communication among company leaders and

personnel.
With priorities set, a disaster plan can be developed that

instructs personnel in what steps to take to achieve the estab-
lished goals.

Disaster Plan Training, Practices, and Drills
Most adults recall fire and other safety drills from elemen-
tary, middle, and high school. The armed services, fire fight-
ers, police, and ambulance personnel devote a large portion
of their time and energy to training and drilling for emergen-
cies. Drills have the benefits of familiarizing personnel with
steps to be taken if a plan must be invoked and uncovering
weaknesses in the plan that need to be revised. Franchisors
should require drilling of their emergency plans and recom-
mend that their franchisees do the same.

There are various ways to conduct a drill. One is to con-
struct a mock incident. This may involve alerting personnel
in advance that a drill will be conducted to test implementa-
tion of the plan. Other ways may include scheduling a drill
during a weekend retreat or a special meeting for the purpose
of practicing implementation of the plan; setting aside part of
a particular meeting for this purpose; designating a specific
region, location, or locations that will be test sites, possibly
during or immediately after regular business hours; or

franchise management must try to think of and prepare for
the unthinkable.9

Each business must permit itself to contemplate, articu-
late, and plan for contingencies that previously would have
been beyond reason. These include covert time bombs, sui-
cide bombings, bioterrorism, chemical attacks, hostage tak-
ing, poisoning of food and water, shooting, and any other
imaginable violent crime.

The unthinkable also extends beyond crimes of violence.
Corporate identity theft, computer sabotage, anonymous
infringement,10 and spreading of false information and
rumors11 are examples of other modern threats to a business
generally. Management of a franchise system will be able to
identify other previously unthinkable threats to which the
particular business is especially susceptible.12

Protection from What, for What
Identifying threats to a franchise system, or to a franchisee, is
the first step. The key goals of preparation are to prevent the
unthinkable from happening, if possible, and to reduce the
impact when it does. After identifying events that may occur,
a franchise business’s logical next step is to set priorities in
planning for and protecting against those hazards. Planning
includes a range of elements, among them (a) identifying
steps to reduce the risk of an attack or other incident; (b)
developing step-by-step instructions telling personnel what
to do in the event of a crisis; (c) training and drilling of those
steps; (d) managing risk through casualty, liability, and inter-
ruption insurance; and (e) making use of risk management
provisions in franchise agreements and in agreements with
suppliers, customers, and others.

Adopting Disaster Management Goals and Priorities
In a society that places the highest value on life and health,
the principal goal of any plan for reacting to an actual dis-
aster must be to protect the safety of customers and
employees and to arrange for immediate attention and first
aid in the event of physical danger.13 Regardless of the type
of franchise involved, an important element of a system’s
or location’s disaster plan is to reduce risks of injuries and
to provide first aid and medical care for anyone who may
be hurt.

After this objective, a range of alternative goals is possible
in planning and preparing for disaster. A company’s priori-
ties will include determining how its resources are allocated
and the contours of the disaster plan itself.14 Among a wide
range of possible objectives are:
• Helping personnel recognize signs of an impending inci-

dent. For example, an alert employee who identifies an
explosive device near a franchised business premises and
contacts authorities may help avoid a tragedy.

• Providing personnel and others with a valid sense of con-
fidence that the system has a plan in place to avoid,
address, and reduce the impact of disastrous incidents.

• Reducing panic and providing step-by-step guidelines for
personnel to follow in the event of a crisis.

• Keeping the system operating by avoiding or reducing the
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announcing that a practice run of a disaster plan will be con-
ducted but waiting until the practice itself to identify the
location or people who will be targeted.

Other Facets of a Disaster Management Plan
Other components of a franchise system’s disaster manage-
ment plan may include security training;16 safety audits;
casualty, liability, and interruption insurance; and use of risk
management provisions in contracts with suppliers, vendors,
franchisees/franchisors, customers, and others.

Safety Audits 
Safety audits have long involved examination of a compa-
ny’s premises and equipment, as well as circumstances that
could affect customer and employee safety. The audit could
include such basic matters as interior and outside lighting,
use of hazardous equipment, and conditions in parking facil-
ities or elsewhere that could expose customers to harm.17

Safety audits may also include analysis of company operat-
ing procedures to identify critical process points that create
risks of accidents.

A franchised business must continuously make sure that its
products, services, and premises are safe. Operating methods
must be reviewed to make sure that they avoid unnecessary
risks to customers and employees. Business premises should
continue to be kept well lit, clean, clear of debris, and protected
by adequate security measures. Products should meet or exceed
industry safety standards. Consultation with trade associations,
insurers, and safety testing organizations18 can help a company
identify and assure compliance with industry standards.

Today, safety audits must increasingly include examina-
tion of utilities and utility sources such as water, air condi-
tioning and ventilation, electricity, and other areas that may
be vulnerable as host sites for biological or chemical attacks.
The nature of an audit will depend on the type of business
involved. For example, restaurants must be vigilant about the
safety of food that they serve while hotels must focus on
security of their lodgings.

Some safety features that may need to be considered at
any business could include separating personnel from the
public by locked reception areas and entryways, implement-
ing procedures to secure doors and windows, using setbacks
and and other design barriers to reduce exposure to explo-
sives, using bullet- and explosive-resistant glass and doors to
protect against firearms, and protecting ventilation systems to
reduce the risks of biological and chemical attacks.

Data Protection
Preparation and planning to reduce the impact of a disaster
(or crime) may require arrangements to protect company, as
well as customer, data. These arrangements may include
reexamining and improving backup procedures, duplicating
computerized and documentary data, and storing duplicates
at remote sites. This element of a risk management program
may also involve periodic drills and tests to make sure that
duplicated, stored data is recoverable if the need ever arises.

The company should also make backup copies of key
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Here is a possible framework for a crisis management
plan:

❏ Explain why the system is adopting the plan. This
may involve a message from senior management to
franchisees, or from the owner to employees, dis-
cussing today’s environment and explaining why the
company considers it important to adopt a plan.

❏ List the kinds of incidents that the plan addresses.
This portion of the plan should state frankly the
range of incidents that can occur and that the com-
pany must be vigilant to prevent and to respond to. It
may also note the impossibility of identifying and
addressing every evil event that might occur.

❏ Define an emergency. This part of the plan provides
guidance to company personnel on what incidents
rise to the level of an emergency requiring invocation
of the plan, and what routine occurrences are not to
be considered emergencies. For example, a single
disgruntled customer is an important matter that
requires attention but would not justify invoking an
overall emergency plan. However, an incident involv-
ing a mob or a customer wielding a weapon would
qualify as an emergency under any reasonable defini-
tion and would justify calling for the aid of profes-
sional security and law enforcement.

❏ Discuss steps that personnel should take to reduce
disaster risks. As an example, the plan could provide
guidance on how to reduce the risk of violence,
attacks, bombs, and the like. The plan may focus on
the use of fencing and lighting, locking doors and
windows and otherwise controlling access to
premises, and being alert to strangers and strange
packages. Use of security guards, monitoring, elec-
tronic access controls, security-oriented architectural
designs, and more restrictive employee recruitment
policies are additional measures that particular com-
panies might choose.

❏ Identify who will take charge until management
can be assembled to make decisions and give direc-
tions. A temporary succession needs to be 
in place in case the principal executive is unavail-
able, and those in line to act in a more senior offi-
cer’s capacity must be aware of their temporary
responsibilities.

❏ Instruct personnel about whom to contact if they
suspect that a disaster has occurred that could trig-
ger the plan. The particular response depends on the
kind of emergency. Some, like violence or other
crimes, require calling the police first. Others, like
utility failure, computer virus, or government-

Disaster Plan Checklist



computer software needed to conduct the franchise system’s
operations and the copies should be stored remotely. If a
company’s computers are located onsite, it may even be nec-
essary to purchase and store redundant equipment offsite, for
use in an emergency or following a disaster. Arrangements
should be made for access to source codes in the event that
the software provider cannot be reached or becomes unavail-
able. This may include third-party source code escrow or
onsite source code lockbox arrangements.19

First Aid and Safety Training
A risk management plan may include first aid and safety train-
ing. This training can include various first aid methods, car-
diopulmonary resuscitation, and other emergency safety
training for managers and potentially all personnel. A safety
component could be included as part of the franchisor’s training
program, or could be provided as an additional training option.

Review Recruiting Policies
It is no longer too farfetched to screen for individuals who

may be or become a threat to the security and safety of a
company. In addition to skills at a task, prospective employ-
ees should be screened for the likelihood that they may
engage in industrial espionage, theft of secrets, sabotage, or
the like. A number of organizations provide methods, sys-
tems, and validated standardized tests to evaluate these
propensities among job candidates and current personnel.20

Security
A safety program may include security elements such as
security guards or periodic patrols, camera monitoring,
increased restrictions on access to premises, and other
arrangements for response in the event of a security breach or
dangerous incident. A business may wish to restrict acccess
to internal company offices by friends, family, and vendors.21

Plan for Sudden Closure
Terrorism or other increasingly violent or dangerous inci-
dents may result in more frequent temporary closures occur-
ring on short notice. Franchised businesses need to have
plans to minimize disruption caused by sudden evacuation
and closure. For example, food service businesses need to
have evacuation plans and need to plan for storage of their
perishable inventory. Product sales businesses must be able
to evacuate, store valuable inventory, and secure their
premises to reduce the risk of vandalism during an evacua-
tion. Service businesses need to make arrangements to con-
tinue functioning from other locations if evacuation of the
main premises is required.

To minimize disruption to customers, a franchised busi-
ness needs to have plans in place to explain the circum-
stances to customers and maintain continuity so that
customers will not automatically be lost to competitors.

It has long been a maxim that companies should have mul-
tiple sources for key supplies. The increased risk of disruption
to supplier chains makes it increasingly important to have
multiple sources of supplies for key products and services.22
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ordered closure, require calls to senior manage-
ment. Other steps that depend on the nature of the
emergency are securing the location, deciding
whether to keep staff on duty or send them home,
alerting off-duty personnel and instructing them
about what to do, and knowing whom to contact for
more information.

❏ Respond to immediate disaster or danger. Typi-
cally, this is an evacuation plan implemented for
fires, bomb threats, or other immediate threats to the
physical safety of people at the company’s premises.
A company may designate particular employees to
coordinate the evacuation. This need not be any
more complex than typical fire drill procedures for
leaving the premises and making sure that everyone
is accounted for.

❏ Provide steps for communication among person-
nel. These can include a central phone with a
recording used to disseminate emergency informa-
tion or sharing information via the company’s Inter-
net website, e-mail, or phone tree. In some potential
disasters electronic communication may not work.
Plans may be needed for establishing message trees
or relays among company personnel.

❏ Remind personnel to follow the directions of
police officers, fire personnel, emergency medical
technicians, and other authorities. People become
afraid in times of crisis and danger.

❏ Provide step-by-step instructions on what each
employee should do in the event of a disaster, e.g.,
where they should go, whom they should help,
and/or what assets they should secure. This part of
the plan will likely be different for senior manage-
ment and rank-and-file personnel.

❏ Create a contact list with information on law
enforcement, health and safety officials, and compa-
ny personnel, as well as authorization with regard to
who may modify or countermand the plan.

❏ Distribute the plan. The emergency response plan
must be provided to appropriate company person-
nel. Distribution as a routine memo that many per-
sonnel may not read, or may read and discard,
could be insufficient. To improve usage and dissem-
ination, the plan could be repeated on the compa-
ny’s website, in an area for employees. Some
companies may choose to reduce key portions of
their emergency response plan to wallet- or purse-
size cards that can be carried by personnel at all
times. The plan could become part of the system’s
operating manual as well.
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Force Majeure Clauses
The higher risk of catastrophic incidents has brought
renewed attention to force majeure clauses. These provisions
are commonly included in contracts to suspend or excuse
performance in the face of certain events. The clauses have
normally been applied when a supervening event beyond the
control of either party interferes with the ability to perform.23

Depending on the language of the clause, the obligation to
perform may be suspended throughout the duration of the
force majeure event or may lead to the termination of the
contract altogether if performance becomes impossible.

To invoke a force majeure clause, a nonperforming party
must establish that the excusing circumstance actually pre-
vented performance, was contemplated by the agreement,
and was not reasonably within the control of that party.24

The goal of force majeure clauses is to allocate risk, provide
predictability, and alert the parties when performance may
be excused.25

Many force majeure clauses contain a list of events and a
general catchall provision. The list of events includes Acts of
God, such as tornados, earthquakes, lightning, floods, fires,
and unusually severe weather conditions, and human-created
problems that can cause severe hardship for a party such as
strikes, lockouts, wars, explosions, and government acts.26

Reported decisions concerning force majeure clauses in fran-
chise disputes indicate that parties have not often considered
the threat of terrorism in drafting the clauses.27

By now, it is obvious that terrorism should be included in
a force majeure clause. Indeed, the clause could have its
most important impact in a terrorist incident. Conversely,
failure to include a particular category of incident in a force
majeure clause, or failure to include such a clause in a con-
tract, may lead a court to refuse to excuse a party even for a
disruption that it could not control.28 Today, there is
increased risk that terrorism would be considered foresee-
able, and therefore failure or delay in performance due to a
terrorist incident may not be excused unless specifically
identified in the force majeure clause.

A franchisor should have force majeure clauses in its
agreements with franchisees and with major suppliers to
excuse delay in performance because of a force majeure
event. Similarly, a franchisee should include these clauses in
contracts with suppliers and customers. 29

Insurance
Insurance is another important tool that must be considered
in any comprehensive risk management plan. Consultation
with an insurance broker can help a franchisor or franchisee
prepare for risks of disruptive incidents. Additionally, since
the expertise of insurance companies is managing and
spreading risks, consultation with insurers provides useful
information about the kinds of risks to which a business is
most vulnerable.

A disaster management program should at least review
and consider obtaining and maintaining:
• Property and casualty insurance.
• Business interruption insurance that provides coverage for

the loss of income to a business if its operations are inter-
rupted due to an incident.

• General liability insurance that provides coverage for
claims made against a business, such as claims by cus-
tomers for injuries that they suffer due to a terrorist or
other incident.

• Workers compensation insurance for employees.
• Health and medical insurance programs.

The principal importance of these policies is to reduce or
manage a company’s disruptions, losses, and liabilities. In
addition, the process of applying for these policies, and
undergoing the insurance company’s review in the applica-
tion process, will provide information to help a company
manage and reduce its exposure to these risks. Having poli-
cies such as medical and workers compensation insurance in
place helps assure adequate medical care for workers and
others who may be directly affected by an incident.

Also, it is obviously important to ensure that the policies
do not have exclusions for the important risks such as crime,
war, or terrorism, or that steps are taken to provide other
insurance coverage for excluded matters.

Entity Management 
A business attentive to risk management must provide for
continuity of entity management in the event of disaster.
Most likely, this includes transition provisions in the entity’s
charter documents30 and agreements among shareholders,
owners, and partners.31 These provisions should:
• Authorize an executive or interim executive committee to

act and make decisions in an emergency, until the full
board of directors, management committee, or other group
can be assembled to make decisions.

• Establish a procedure for filling vacancies, temporarily or
permanently, if any significant part of the company’s man-
agement becomes unavailable due to a disaster or other
incident.

• Provide guidelines for renewing or evaluating company
policies to reduce the risk of an incident that devastates
management. For example, some companies have policies
that prohibit more than two company executives or multi-
ple members of the board of directors from traveling
together on the same airplane. Heightened security may
be needed at corporate board or management meetings,
and consideration may be given to greater confidentiality
about the location and timing of meetings.

Conclusion
The tragedies of September 11 and their aftermath reminded
everyone of the need to pay even more attention to matters of
security and safety. Terrorism, accidents, tragedies, and other
disasters cannot all be prevented. Franchisors and franchisees
should adopt disaster management programs to reduce the risks
of these events and to limit their effect after the unavoidable
happens. This means identifying a broad range of risks, setting
priorities to deal with catastrophic events, and developing and
implementing comprehensive plans. Preparation for the
unthinkable is key to coping with a disaster when it happens.
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